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the game shares many similarities with other hacker
simulators. the whole gameplay takes place on the main heros
computer desktop. you hack servers, take money from the
banks, upgrade your hardware and software. in contrast to the
previous hacker evolution games, duality is a much more
accessible entry, even though it is still a niche game with a
steep learning curve. servers in the game have two primary
stats: firewall and integrity. lowering first one lets you access
files or take the money from it. if the servers integrity drops, it
gets destroyed. to do so, you can use several hackers
weapons, such as a dos attack or emp attack. besides the
usual servers, there are some ai controlled, that can attack
you back. the game is very fast-paced. every minute of the
game costs you some amount of money. such mechanic
makes time-management and quick decision-making an
integral part of improving in the game. hacker evolution
duality also offers a multiplayer with different modes where
compete against both other players and hostile ai servers. i
have been playing this game since it was released on the pc
last week, and i've noticed that the game has been
dramatically improved. the graphics have been greatly
improved, and the gameplay has been improved. it's a very
addictive game and has some great levels and some that are
just plain silly. i highly recommend this game if you are looking
for a hacker game. some of the skills in hacker evolution:
duality require you to do a certain action. you can do it
manually, like injecting a key, or automatically, like infecting a
system. each skill has its own level. to proceed further, you
have to reach a certain level in that skill. in this game, you are
offered to complete the activities you need to complete, and
you are given a number of days to do that.
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